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Norway Ice Climbing

Description

Talking about Norway what immediately pops up are nordic landscapes and fiords, but if you
are climbing fans, your mind can’t help but wonder to the perfect ice falls of this stunning
northern land.
Every kind of climbing line is hidden between canyons and forests in an environment, by itself,
worth the trip.
In eight days (v.v. ticket) we’ll climb in Norway’s two major ice falls: Rjukan e Hemesedal.
In the first locality, Rjukan, the operative word is “lots of ice and short approaches”. The largest
part of the falls is located in a suggestive canyon, easy to reach. During the transfer to
Hemseda we’ll stop to climb the beautiful cliff of Golsjuvet, located in a creek bed inside the
norse wood. The environment in Hemsedal is pretty different. Wide spaces, mountains similar
to hills and many hills exposed to the sun and particularly enjoyable.
All in one, we’ll spend six days in breath-taking landscapes and on whimsically shaped and
colored ice falls.
Program
1° day: Malpensa- Oslo flight– rent a car and transfer to Rjukan
2° day: ice fall
3°giorno: ice fall
4° giorno: ice fall
5° giorno: transfer to Hemsedal and climbing in Golsjuvet
6° giorno: ice fall
7° giorno: ice fall and transfer to Oslo
8° giorno: flight back to Italy

Norway Ice Climbing
A week of climbing on incredible ice falls in the two most famous localities of Norway: Rjukan
e Hemsedal.

Level:
5° grade as second
Partecipants:
Max three per Alpine Guide
Where:

Rjukan and Hemsedal - Norway
Period:
febbruary- march
Duration:
Eight days

Days
Free dates to be defined on your request.

Cost

Cost per person
1 participant: 1500€
2 participants: 900€
3 participants: 700€
Fllight expenses, rent a car, food and accomodation will be divided within the participants and
evalued at the moment of the booking

The investment includes
the assistance of the Alpine Guide UIAGM during the whole lenght of the activity.
The investment doesn’t include
extra expenses like cableways,refuge expenses, public or private transportation
expenses.
The Alpine Guide expenses are on the partecipants.

